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1. Read / Write OfficeDoc is an add-in for Microsoft Office documents. It reads / writes / appends and formats the data
contained in a Microsoft Office document. The add-in is capable of reading / writing / appending to / from several Office

Document formats, including XLS (Excel), DOC (Word) and PPT (PowerPoint). It also provides image and figure screenshot
support. 2. Sequential reads The add-in supports sequential reads of Microsoft Office documents in a fraction of the time that
Matlab's built-in xlsread / xlswrite functions require. The function connects to the COM server in the background to retrieve /
save an XML file with the document's data, and then executes the xlsread / xlswrite function to retrieve / save the document's

data. This results in significantly faster processing times. The add-in also handles the case where a document might be absent or
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inaccessible. It will continue to successfully retrieve / save the data even if the XML file the add-in is using can't be retrieved. 3.
Appending and overriding The add-in supports the ability to append the data contained in a Microsoft Office document to a

preexisting file. This function can be very useful when processing large documents on a disk that is too small to save the entire
file. This function builds a 2-D array (or just a row vector) out of the given data and inserts it into the matrix specified by the
third argument. If the first or second argument is a scalar, the function returns a string. If the first or second argument is an
array, then the function returns a cell array of matrices with one matrix per element. Specifying a ":" in the matrix input will

allow the function to extract the individual columns of the input. For example, if the input is the matrix [['one', 'two'], ['three',
'four']], then returning ": 2" will return the cell array [['two'], ['four']]. Note that if the matrix is not a square matrix, the function
fails. •ex inDom = An optional argument, which is the output element. This argument specifies the element to store the output

in the output array. If not specified, it defaults to 'ex'. •ex out = An optional argument, which is the output matrix. If not
specified, it defaults to []. This 91bb86ccfa
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OfficeDoc Professional

Reads / writes / appends / formats Microsoft Office documents. Uses the Windows COM API to open / close / read / write to
Microsoft Office applications Support for XLS (Excel), DOC (Word) & PPT (PowerPoint). Supports properties to alter layout,
data and image outputs. Contains user-friendly, sequential interface and performance-boosting COM server and files handling
Reads cells from XLS files, and XLS file contents as well as custom cell contents Allows XLS cell delimiters to be shifted by up
to 300% Reads multiple files as one to reduce read-time Saves files to local disk, drive, network locations or COM servers
Output to PPT and DOC format allows for saved figures to be edited Supports graphic formats such as EPS, PDF, EMF and
JPG Supports read / write support for Microsoft Office server versions: 2003, 2007, 2010. OfficeDoc Commands Description:
// % OfficeDoc([String,Double], String, String) % OfficeDoc([Cell,Double], String, String) % OfficeDoc([String,Cell], String,
String) % OfficeDoc([String,String], String, String, String) % OfficeDoc([String,Double], String, FilePath) %
OfficeDoc([String,Cell], String, FilePath) % OfficeDoc([String,String], String, FilePath, String) % OfficeDoc([String,String],
String, FilePath, String) % Open COM server connection and execute command on it % Cells of opened Microsoft Office file
will be read and saved to user-specified FilePath % Input can be a cell, a double, or a string. Not a cell is treated as a cell, e.g. [1
2] results in [1 2] % Default value for cellFormat is cell formatted to "General" % If cells are already formatted with style
number, style name or % reference can be provided to retain styles % Full path to output (where Excel is used, Excel file must
% exist) % If output is a cell, ignore format and write to cell, % otherwise output is a string % One can specify a cell delimiter
that will be used to split cells

What's New In OfficeDoc Professional?

Project ltd. offers the most feature rich Matlab Add-in for Microsoft Office products. It is built for researchers and
practitioners in engineering, economics, sciences and many other fields who need to process Office documents. OfficeDoc
Professional supports table, cell and figure copy-and-pasting; tables & figures pre-embedding; and it can also output figure
screenshots. It also offers : • A powerful COM server for client/server application, including a double-click embedded COM
server component • A file handling library that allows fully cross-platform file access • A stream data stream format that allows
fast data access • A powerful COM API for add-in programming More in-depth information is available at office.project-
ltd.com/matlab-addins/office-doc License: OfficeDoc Professional Edition is free for non-commercial use. No registration is
required for this free license. If you wish to install OfficeDoc Professional on personal computers for development use, you are
entitled to use the free evaluation version for 30 days. After that, the full version costs $99. Commercial Licensing Businesses
and academic institutions use OfficeDoc Professional for different types of projects. For these clients, a commercial license is
available. The basic version with all features is priced at $399. The full version additionally offers support for multiple users on
a single computer (for hosting on your network servers), and mobile device synchronization (for use in the field). For more
information and purchasing options, contact us. Other Matlab Add-Ins: Additional add-ins from Project ltd. are also available.
For details, visit office.project-ltd.com/matlab-addins. How To Use OfficeDoc: Install the Microsoft Office Package on your
PC. Open Microsoft Office via Start | Programs. Choose Matlab Add-In Creator in the Add-ins tab. Choose OfficeDoc from
the Add-ins menu. Choose your Matlab version and select the Matlab Runtime and Save folder. Click "Run", then follow the
instructions. The following feature list has been compiled from forum postings, from OfficeDoc support and from internal
office.project-ltd.com documents. The figure at the end of this post is based on the screenshots from the support and
documentation. Features: • Import data from text files. • Excel range import / export. • Excel Tables import and export.
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System Requirements:

All the following editions of Windows 7, 8.x, and 10 are supported. To play online, you need either an HTML5 browser with
Flash block enabled, or Adobe Flash installed (found in the Control Panel > Programs > Programs and Features > View installed
programs). If you play offline, an Xbox 360 Wireless Controller (X360 controller) is required for the main campaign, and a
USB keyboard and mouse is required for the campaign options. You will also need the games media (carts, disc, etc.) for the
mode you wish
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